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THE OHIO RAIL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, May 17 at 1:15 p.m.
Vern Riffe Center for Government & the Arts
77 South High Street, 31st floor, Columbus, Ohio

CALL TO ORDER – James E. Betts, Chairman
Welcome
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes from March Meeting
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR / FINANCE REPORT – Matt Dietrich
GUEST SPEAKER – GENERAL BARRY McCAFFREY (ret.)
PROJECTS FOR APPROVAL
Resolution 07-05: Ohi-Rail Lease Renewal – Evelyn Winkfield
Resolution 07-06: 5-Year Renewal of Panhandle Rail Line Operating Agreement with the Columbus
and Ohio River Rail Road Company Renewal – Matt Dietrich
Resolution 07-07: Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad (APU purchase) – Matt Dietrich
Resolution 07-08: Fulton Railroad – Lou Jannazo
Resolution 07-09: Village of Leipsic – Lou Jannazo
APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFINGS
Tuscarawas County Port Authority – Lou Jannazo
City of Greenville – Lou Jannazo
Ohi-Rail – Lou Jannazo
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
PUBLIC COMMENT
EXECUTIVE SESSION for consideration of permanent Executive Director – Jim Betts
RECONVENE FROM EXECUTIVE SESSION
ADJOURN
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Project Briefing
Ohi-Rail Corporation
Lease/Operation Agreement Renewal

ORDC received a letter from Ohi-Rail Corporation requesting a renewal of their lease/operation
agreement with ORDC and also a request to change the term in the agreement from 1 year to 5
years.
Since 1982, Ohi-Rail has been operating the Piney Fork Rail Line and has provided rail services
and maintenance on the Piney Fork under a lease/operation agreement.
Ohi-Rail states they are planning improvements (maintenance) to the Piney Fork line and the
longer lease term would be helpful in order for their company to invest (maintenance and
repairs) in the line.
Other changes in the lease agreement include notice on the right of first refusal provision. It is
extended from a five day notice to a 30 day notice.
Ohi-Rail will pay the lease fee in a lump sum payment of $1,500 at the execution of the lease.
The current lease expires on June 25, 2007.
Staff recommends Commission approval of this lease renewal.

PROJECT BRIEFING
Panhandle Operating Agreement Renewal
July 2007 – June 2012
May 17, 2007

INTRODUCTION
As discussed at the March 30, 2007 Commission meeting, attached to this briefing is the proposed Panhandle
Operating Agreement for the time period July 2007 through June 2012.
BACKGROUND / PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This operating agreement is a continuation of the series of five (5) year agreements that were established with
the acquisition of the Panhandle Rail Line through the issuance of the 1992 Series Certificates of Participation.
The C&OR has been the operator of the Panhandle Rail line since 1992. For the 1997 to 2002 agreement, the
ORDC conducted a competitive selection of the operator which resulted in a lengthy and costly lawsuit. In the
end C&OR continued as the operator. In 2002, ORDC renewed C&OR’s Operating Agreement providing the
C&OR with operating rights for another 5 years. The renewal was based on the C&OR meeting each and every
requirement for effective operation of the Panhandle line specified in the 1997 - 2002 Operating Agreement.
Requirements included shipper satisfaction, financial stability, effective maintenance of track, and other related
factors. Staff has performed the requisite analysis and the C&OR has met the requirements of the current
operating agreement in the opinion of staff.
There are a few minor changes in this operating agreement that I have recommended and the C&OR has
accepted based on the past experiences.
•
•

•
•

Elimination of the un-audited financial statement requirement in Section 8
Removed the requirements that FRA Class of Track must be achieved with in a set time period of the
agreement. The change requires the FRA Class of track to be maintained for the life of the agreement.
Removed references to Exhibit D, a five year Engineering Plan and Budget. The C&OR is already
required to provide an annual Engineering Plan and Budget.
Extended the reporting dates to March 15 and April 15. This extension should eliminate the continued
need to grant extensions.

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS/CONTINGENCIES
Staff recommends Commission approval of this agreement described herein.

PROJECT BRIEFING
WHEELING AND LAKE ERIE RAILROAD
AUXILIARY UNIT PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION
May 17, 2007

Project Costs
• ORDC Loan $378,600

Project Benefits
• WLE realizes fuel savings
• State realizes emission reductions

INTRODUCTION
The Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad (WLE) has requested a $378,600 loan to purchase and install ten (10)
auxiliary power units (APUs) to upgrade part of its locomotive fleet. The loan is proposed for a five year term
with zero percent in year one and two percent in the remaining years. The APUs will serve as collateral.
BACKGROUND
ORDC staff has been discussing ways to promote and encourage the environmental benefits of rail
transportation. One of the obvious ways to accomplish this goal is through the reduction of locomotive
emissions. Staff has researched and met with a variety of groups including locomotive manufacturers,
Metropolitan Planning Organizations, ODOT and railroads looking for ways to match the needs of the rail
industry to upgrade the locomotive fleets with eligible public funding mechanisms.
In that process, staff learned that the WLE had already begun upgrading its locomotive fleet with Auxiliary
Power Units (APUs) to achieve fuel savings which is also accompanied by significant environmental benefits in
reduced emissions. After further discussions with the WLE, it was determined that assistance from the ORDC
could accelerate the installation of these fuel saving devices.
Description of the Auxiliary Power Units: The APUs proposed by the WLE are manufactured by Ecotrans
Technologies in London, Ontario. This system is a diesel fueled co-generator set that produces both electric
power or battery charging and heat. It is powered by a Kubota V2003TB6 diesel engine and a 16 Kw 240 VAC
generator. The heat for the water and lubricating fluids is produced by electric immersion heaters and a heat
exchanger of the Kubota’s engine cooling system. The WLE has installed 11 of these units to date and wants
to continue with this product based on past performance as well as for standardization in future maintenance,
parts, and operational parameters.
APUs allow the locomotive diesel engine to be shut down at any time it is not in use moving trains no matter
what the ambient temperature is. Traditionally, when ambient temperatures fall below 40°F locomotive engines
are left to idle when not in use to keep coolants and lubrication fluids above freezing temperatures. These fluids
also must be maintained at a temperature of 60° to 100° to allow the locomotive engine to restart at below
freezing ambient temperatures. When the locomotive’s engine is shut down and the coolant water in the
engine drops to 60°F the APU will auto start as it is thermostatically controlled and circulates the coolant and
the lubrication fluids heating them to 100°F. At the same time, heat is being applied to the cab of the
locomotive and the locomotive batteries are being charged. The APU monitors the locomotive engine’s
temperature and will shut down as set temperatures have been reached. The unit does not run constantly. The
APU will also automatically shut down the locomotive diesel engine if not in use even if employees fail to do
so.
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Environmental Benefits of APUs:
The APU maintains engines fluids at a safe temperature with a 75% reduction in fuel consumption rate when
the locomotive engine is shut down. At the same time, hydrocarbons, NOX, and carbon monoxide emission
rates are reduced by more than 90% compared to locomotive engine idling. Below is a comparison of the APU
versus an idling locomotive.
Hydrocarbon emission reduction – 94%
Carbon monoxide emission reduction – 96%
NOX emission reduction – 91%
Particulate matter emission reduction – 83%
As the APU monitors locomotive engine temperature and only runs when needed to maintain set temperatures
fuel consumption is greatly reduced. The APU fuel consumption rate is 1.3 gallons per hour when needed. A
locomotive fuel consumption rate that is left idling is 5 gallons per hour and must run at an idle at low ambient
temperatures when not equipped with an APU and not in use.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The APUs will be installed on ten (10) WLE locomotives. The locomotives are EMD models SD40-2, SD-40
and GP40. WLE unit numbers are 303, 3087, 4000, 5391, 5413, 6347, 6348, 7355, 7375 and 7377.
Cost per APU
Installation Materials
Installation Labor
TOTAL COST PER UNIT INSTALLED

$25,610.00
$2,250.00
$10,000.00
$37,860.00

WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
The ORDC loan will allow the WLE to accelerate their program of retrofitting its locomotive fleet with the
APUs realizing the fuel savings and the accompanying environmental benefits sooner than without public
assistance.
PROJECT BENEFITS
• The benefits of an auxiliary power unit (APU) on locomotives are primarily emissions reduction and
reductions in fuel consumption by reducing locomotive engine idle time. In addition, with the reduction
of idle time, there is long term savings in the life of locomotive engine internal wear parts.
• Conservatively speaking, W&LE has saved approximately $55,500 this winter in fuel savings with
eleven previously installed APUs and anticipates consistent savings with the additional units.
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS/CONTINGENCIES
Staff recommends Commission approval of this loan at the terms described herein.

PROJECT BRIEFING
FULTON RR RAIL – RIVER BULK TRANSLOAD, CINCINNATI
May 9, 2007

Project Costs
* ORDC Grant
$200,000
* Fulton Funding
$3,236,785

Project Benefits
* Transportation Cost Savings for Users
* 8 New Jobs
* Up to 2,500 New Carloads/Yr. on I&O line

INTRODUCTION:
The Fulton Railroad Company, LTD requests a $200,000 grant from the ORDC Bulk Transload Program for the
purchase of equipment needed to establish a rail – river bulk transload on the east side of Cincinnati. Staff
recommends that ORDC provide the full $200,000 grant for equipment directly related to rail car loading, i.e. a
trackmobile and/or front end loaders, contingent upon ORDC having a senior lien on the equipment, and upon
Fulton Railroad investing significant funds before ORDC funding is provided.
BACKGROUND:
ORDC Bulk Transload Program: In the FY 2006 - 2007 biennial budget bill (HB 66), the Ohio General
Assembly created a new “Rail Transload Facilities” fund. ORDC was provided with $500,000 to establish a
demonstration program “to assist communities and railroads and other businesses to develop facilities that will
enhance the ability of railroads to work with other transport modes to move bulk commodities more efficiently
and safely.” The ORDC Staff has been working on various projects across the state to utilize this new
demonstration funding as a new “Bulk Transload Program”. To date, ORDC has funded two projects, a
$100,000 grant to Jacobs Industries to help expand a plastics transload in Walbridge (near Toledo), and a
$200,000 grant to the Warrenton River Terminal to help expand a coal transload in Warrenton.
In evaluating bulk transload projects, staff uses ORDC’s normal project criteria for economic development
including but not limited to job creation and enhancement, job retention, and reduced transportation and
business costs. In addition, staff stresses the environmental impact of re-balancing truck and rail traffic, (e.g.,
replacing trucks with rail cars when rail cars are more effective thereby creating space on the highways for truck
traffic which cannot be effectively handled by rail).
Fulton Railroad Site: Fulton Railroad is an independent, wholly owned subsidiary of the Sawyer Place
Company. Fulton Railroad is a railroad in name only. Although it does own track, it has no locomotives and
provides no common carrier service. Fulton serves a 27 acre site in Cincinnati called the “Rookwood
Terminal”. Rookwood Terminals LLC is another Sawyer Place Company subsidiary. The site is served by the
Indiana & Ohio Railway (I&O) and has over 3,000 ft. of Ohio River frontage. It has been a railroad/marine
facility for over 160 years.
On the river side, cells are in place capable of handling 20 barge units of freight. On the rail side, Fulton
Railroad has approximately 3,600 feet of track on site. Because the I&O line serving the site is truncated just
west of the site, there are about 4,500 feet of I&O trackage available for use in building unit trains. Currently,
part of the site is leased to Noramco which uses on site buildings to store steel coils and other products.
Noramco uses an existing crane for unloading product from the river to its warehouse facilities. A photograph
of the Rookwood/Fulton site is shown in Exhibit “A” herein attached.
Transloading Potential: About 7 acres of the Rookwood/Fulton site at the west end of the property are suitable
for a bulk transload operation. The property is flat, above the 500 year flood plain (flood of record), and located
right beside Fulton Railroad tracks. A diagram of the property is included herein as Exhibit “B”.

Much of the Fulton Railroad track was rebuilt in 2005 at a cost of $135,000 and is in good condition for
handling new rail traffic. With these latest improvements, the total Fulton Railroad investment in the rail portion
of the property over the last few years has been approximately $500,000. However, work barges, conveyors,
and rail car moving/rail car loading equipment is needed before bulk transload operations can begin.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Fulton Railroad is planning to invest approximately $3.4 million in equipment to establish a new bulk transload
operation targeting the steel industry. Fulton is targeting pig iron and HBI (hot briquetted iron) for the Ohio
steel industry as its initial river – rail transload business. Work barges in the river would transfer product to
conveyor belts. The conveyor belts would move product approximately 180 feet from the barge up the river
bank to a radial stacker which would distribute product onto the ground. Front end loaders would control the
piles of materials and load them onto rail cars. A trackmobile will be needed to spot cars on Fulton Railroad
property. A complete listing of capital needs for the bulk transload project is included herein as Exhibit “C”.
Fulton Railroad has been working with various steel companies and the I&O to develop new business
opportunities for the new transload facility. Fulton estimates that its transload operations will save select steel
mills from $1.00 to $1.50 per ton on pig iron and HBI compared to current transportation options. While Fulton
does not yet have contracts in place, it is confident enough in its business plan to invest over $3 million. It will
obtain shipping contracts once the transload facility is in operation. Fulton estimates the new transload facility
will generate up to 2,500 to 4,000 annual carloads of rail freight.
ORDC staff recommendation is to provide a $200,000 grant for the purchase of a trackmobile and/or two front
end loaders. ORDC would not provide the grant unless ORDC obtained a senior lien on the equipment and
until Fulton demonstrates that it has completed a substantial portion of its portion of the equipment investment.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
ORDC funding will help Fulton with its start up operations by limiting its initial debt load.
PROJECT BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

With an annual capacity to handle 1.2 million tons, the new Fulton bulk transload facility has the
potential to provide significant transportation cost savings to Ohio’s steel industry, and other Ohio
industries.
The new facility will generate about 2,500 new carloads annually of rail traffic on an I&O branchline.
Fulton will target traffic that now moves by truck from the river to select plants so that the truck portion
of the trip will be replaced by rail. Potentially, thousands of trucks moves could be eliminated.
Fulton will create 8 new jobs.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
Fulton Railroad will provide all other funding for the project.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
ORDC would not provide the grant until ORDC obtains a senior lien on the equipment funded and shall not
disperse the grant until Fulton demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Executive Director that it has completed a
substantial portion of its proposed equipment investment. For the purpose of the ORDC – Fulton grant
agreement, Fulton will commit to creating 8 new jobs, and generating 1,250 carloads of rail a year within three
years of project completion.

PROJECT BRIEFING
VILLAGE OF LEIPSIC “IRON HIGHWAY” INDUSTRIAL PARK
May 9, 2007

Project Costs
* ORDC GRF Grant
* ORDC Loan
* ODOD Grant
* Village of Leipsic

$100,000
$825,000
$3,427,200
$600,000

Project Benefits
* Connects 3 RRs to 2,300 Acre Industrial Park
* New Rail Serves New Ethanol Plant
* 42 New Jobs, Up to 5,000 Cars/Yr. at Ethanol Plant
* Future Industrial Park Expansion to 7,000 Acres

INTRODUCTION
The Village of Leipsic requested grant and loan funding to help build 13,800 feet of new rail track in order to
connect CSX, Norfolk Southern (NS) and the Indiana & Ohio Railway (I&O) to the Iron Highway Industrial
Park in Leipsic and to commence tri-rail service to a Poet Ethanol (formerly Broin Ethanol) facility doing
business as Summit Ethanol which has been under construction since October, 2006. ORDC staff recommends
providing the Village a grant from ORDC’s GRF Economic Development Program of $100,000, and a loan of
$825,000 from ORDC’s Revolving Loan Fund.
The terms of the $825,000 loan would be as follows: 1) seven year term; 2) all payments deferred for 6 months;
3) 0% interest for first two years; and 4) an interest rate of 2/3 of prime for years 3 through 7. Staff requests
that Commissioners empower the Executive Director to determine the collateral for the loan. The loan could be
backed by a variety of methods including but not limited to a “take or pay” agreement through which Poet
Ethanol will ensure a per car payment to the Village for an established number of carloads, Tax Increment
Financing proceeds from the Village from the new ethanol plant , and/or a Village guaranty.
BACKGROUND
The map included herein as Exhibit “A” shows the “Iron Highway Industrial Park”. This park currently is
comprised of 2,300 acres just north of the Village of Leipsic proper in Putnam County. The Park is served by
two natural gas providers, four electric providers, has raw and treated water, and excess waste water capacity.
The area comprehensive plan includes 7,000 acres of greenfield property as suitable for industrial development.
As the Exhibit “A” map shows, the Iron Highway Industrial Park is bounded by CSX on the east, the Indiana &
Ohio Railway (I&O) on the west, and the Norfolk Southern (NS) on the south which led some in the economic
development community to call the area the “Golden Triangle”. Local Putnam County and Leipsic officials
have been planning for nearly a decade to use the proximity of three major rail lines as a stimulus for economic
development. The high costs of providing the trackage needed to facilitate a tri-rail linkage, however, prevented
the tri-rail linkage from being done.
In 2006, the announcement by Broin Ethanol (now Poet Ethanol), the second largest ethanol producer in the US,
that it would build a 60 million gallon plant under the name of Summit Ethanol, offered an opportunity for
developing the tri-rail concept. When it is operational this Fall, Summit Ethanol is expected to generate about
5,000 carloads annually consisting of inbound corn, and outbound ethanol and dried distillers grain. In addition,
the local tax income from the $100 million Summit investment will provide a solid tax base. With modest per
car charges yielding a significant amount of money, and the potential for a significant Tax Increment Finance
(TIF) project, a basis for tri-rail service to the Iron Highway Industrial Park was laid. Greatly assisting in the trirail project, was the recognition of the Ohio Department of Development (ODOD) of the economic
development potential of a tri-rail served park. In March of this year, ODOD agreed to provide Leipsic with a
$3.4 million grant for Iron Highway rail costs.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The final designs and cost estimates are still being developed. Staff will provide them to Commissioners as
soon as they are available. In all, the rail project is comprised of 13,800 feet of new rail, 16 new turnouts, a new
track across SR 65, and related work. Rail work is estimated to cost $4.9 million.
The Village of Leipsic will own the new tracks except for turnouts on the NS, CSX, and I&O which will be
owned by the respective railroads. Leipsic will be responsible for maintaining all the track it owns, including
the new track and active warning devices in SR 65. Leipsic will assess per car charges and access fees to raise
money for maintenance as well as debt retirement.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
The Village of Leipsic is taking on over $20 million in infrastructure costs, including the $4.9 million for rail
and millions more for a reservoir and pump station, road improvements, electric line extensions, gas line
extension, and a new raw water line. Leipsic is a village with a population of under 2,300 people with a $2.5
million annual budget. Without significant state assistance, the Iron Highway Industrial Park could not be fully
developed.
PROJECT BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

An established industrial park of 2,300 acres with excellent water, sewer, gas, and electric service will
be connected up to three railroads providing one of the few tri-rail served industrial parks in the nation.
The existing 2,300 acre Iron Highway Industrial Park can be expanded to 7,000 acres.
Summit Ethanol located in Leipsic largely because of the competitive rail situation. Summit will invest
$100 million in its new Leipsic plant and create 42 new jobs.
Summit is expected to generate about 5,000 carloads of rail freight a year.

SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
1) Staff requests that Commissioners empower the Executive Director to set the collateral for the $825,000
loan.
2) The ORDC – Village of Leipsic grant agreement will hold the Village responsible for Poet Ethanol
generating 42 new jobs and 2,500 new carloads of freight a year within three years of project
completion.
3) ORDC had committed to help Leipsic provide up to $175,000 in Safety Section funds to help defray the
costs of adding an additional track to the existing Norfolk Southern crossing at SR 65. Since ORDC
made this commitment, however, local plans have changed and instead of adding an additional NS track
to the NS crossing, a new grade crossing under Village ownership instead of NS ownership is planned.
ORDC Safety Section funds are not eligible for new crossings until and unless two crossings are closed
thereby providing a net reduction of one crossing. ORDC Safety Section staff will continue working
with the Village and other local officials to determine if ORDC can provide assistance for the SR 65
portion of the project as a quid pro quo for crossing closures or by some other means. However, any
Grade Crossing Safety Program funding is contingent upon the Village of Leipsic meeting program
requirements, including where applicable the closing of crossings to vehicular traffic, and the approval
of the Federal Highway Administration.

APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING
TUSCARAWAS COUNTY PORT AUTHORITY/PLYMOUTH FOAM RAIL SPUR
May 2, 2007

Project Costs
* ORDC Grant
* Ohio Central Work

$48,570
$8,290

Project Benefits
* 20 New Jobs
* 76 Jobs Retained
* Opens Up Industrial Complex to Rail

INTRODUCTION
The Tuscarawas County Port Authority (TCPA) requested and the Chairman and Executive Director approved a
$48,570 grant to replace 90 ties on an existing out of service track, and construct an additional 300 feet of track
to serve a new business in the TCPA owned Southern Gateway Business Park along the Panhandle Rail Line in
Gnadenhutten. The new rail spur is needed to serve the Plymouth Foam Company which is moving into a
vacant building at the park.
BACKGROUND
Southern Gateway Business Park: The aerial photograph included as Exhibit “A” shows the TCPA owned
Southern Gateway Business Park in Gnadenhutten which is a brownfield site that has been vacant for many
years. It is located at MP 97 along the ORDC owned Panhandle Rail Line and along US Route 36. The
Columbus & Ohio River Railroad (C&ORR), ORDC’s contract operator for the Panhandle, will serve the park.
The park was formerly the site of Alsco Aluminum. It contains 295,000 sq. ft. of industrial buildings and
15,000 sq. ft. of office space on a 17.7 acre site. TCPA has obtained loans totaling $2.3 million to renovate an
80,000 sq. ft portion of the buildings and for other needed repairs so that Plymouth Foam can locate a plant that
produces Structural Insulation Panels (SIPs) there. TCPA plans to renovate the rest of the buildings as new
users require and as funding is available.
TCPA loan funding is coming from National City Bank ($800,000) and the Ohio Department of Development
(ODOD) ($1,500,000 in “166” loan funds). TCPA is in the process of using the loan funding to install a new
electrical system, create new offices inside the industrial building, install a new HVAC system, replace flooring,
build new docks and doors, remove columns, and make other related building improvements. Some of the
improvements also help to upgrade the portions of the buildings Plymouth will not be using.
Plymouth Foam: Plymouth Foam started in Plymouth, Wisconsin in 1978 as a family business. It is
headquartered in Plymouth and has four plants in the US including a plant in Newcomerstown. The
Newcomerstown plant now produces “EPS”, Expanded Polystyrene in large “block molded billets”. Salt sized
plastic beads are the raw material to make EPS billets. These beads are flammable and must be carefully
handled. They can not be blown from rail cars into silos so they are trucked in large bags. Plymouth Foam has
a process by which the beads are filled with air, giving them a very good insulation quality, and bonded
together. Once expanded, the EPS is no longer hazardous to deal with and is actually flame retardant.
The EPS blocks can be cut with hot wires into panels. The panels can be further fabricated to allow for
windows, plumbing and electrical fixtures, and other building specifications. A SIP is made up of the EPS
panel sandwiched between other products such as wall board or metal sheeting. SIPs can be used in a large
variety of commercial and residential construction. The SIPs are largely used for roofing at present, but as the
construction industry adapts to new products, the SIPs will be used for walls and a variety of other applications.
Buildings built with SIPs use only about 1/3 of the energy for heating and cooling as a conventionally built
structure.
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Plymouth Foam’s current Newcomerstown plant consists of two separate buildings two miles apart which
creates inefficiencies. For example, the EPS billets produced at one on the plant buildings must be trucked over
the road to the other building. Plymouth’s choice was to either relocate near Newcomerstown in Ohio, or to
find a site out of state. Plymouth chose the Gnadenhutten site to expand. Within the next three years, the 76
employees now working in Newcomerstown, and an additional 20 new employees, will be working at the
Gnadenhutten plant.
Plymouth Foam has signed a 15 year lease with the TCPA. TCPA will use lease proceeds to pay back National
City and ODOD. In addition, Plymouth is investing $2.5 million in new production equipment for the
Gnadenhutten plant as well as improvements to the building. Plymouth has an option to expand from 80,000
sq. ft. to 190,000 sq. ft. within the TCPA owned facility.
Rail Needs: Plymouth will get inbound Strand Board which are 24 ft. long and 8 ft. wide in via rail in flat cars.
If Plymouth produces SIPs at the same rate as it now produces them in Newcomerstown, it would mean 8 to 10
new carloads would be generated. Plymouth plans to expand production, and therefore rail use for inbound
strand board. In addition, a trucking company owned by Plymouth called BSVT Transportation is investigating
with the C&OR how it can use the ample, paved space near the new rail spur for transloading a variety of
products for area companies.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
There is a rail spur into the TCPA complex but it has fallen into disrepair due to lack of use and must be rebuilt.
Work needed includes: 1) rebuilding by the Columbus & Ohio River Railroad of the mainline turn out including
many of the switch timbers and some of the steel components; 2) replacing 90 ties and some missing rail in the
existing spur; and 3) building 300 ft. of new track to lengthen the existing spur. A full description of the needed
work is included herein as Exhibit “B”. ORDC’s grant funding will go towards items #2 and #3 above and
related work items such as surfacing. The newly rebuilt rail spur will serve an existing concrete dock.
The total cost of the track work is estimated by the C&ORR to be approximately $56,860. The C&OR has
agreed to provide the materials (timbers and steel), and to perform the work, needed to rebuild the existing turn
out. It will also provide the missing rail on the existing spur track. The value of this C&ORR contribution to
the project is approximately $8,290. The remaining $48,570 in work will be contracted out by the TCPA
through a competitive bid process. TCPA will be responsible for any costs over the estimated $48,570. TCPA
will own the rail spur and be responsible for maintaining it. ORDC owns the turn out and the C&OR will
continue to maintain it.
The rehabilitated and expanded rail spur will be sufficient to handle projected traffic. The spur can be extended
if need be to handle other rail traffic which might be generated by new users coming into the Southern Gateway
Business Park. TCPA is actively marketing the park.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
ORDC’s grant assistance helps the TCPA provide basic infrastructure to the industrial park without increasing
its already heavy debt load. In addition, the ORDC grant helps reduce the costs to Plymouth Foam of
establishing its new plant in Gnadenhutten.
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PROJECT BENEFITS
• The new rail spur will help Plymouth Foam stay in Ohio, helping to retain 76 existing jobs, and to create
20 new jobs. Average wages for the jobs, exclusive of benefits, are $10/hour.
• Rail service will be reinstated to a 17.7 acre industrial park with 295,000 sq. ft. of industrial buildings on
site.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
• The Village of Gnadenhutten is providing 75% tax abatement for a period of 10 years to Plymouth.
• In addition to its $1.5 million “166” loan, ODOD is providing a $20,000 “AEP Ohio Grant” for
improvements to defray the $70,000 cost of repositioning electric service to the plant from the east side
to the south side of the building.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
In the event that the TCPA rail project comes in under cost, the Executive Director may stipulate that remaining
ORDC funds be used to perform more work on the rail spur to enhance the value of rail service to the Southern
Gateway Business Park including but not limited to the building of additional track footage to increase the
length of the TCPA spur or other rail improvements to the spur or to the connecting turn out.

APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING
CITY OF GREENVILLE LEAD TRACK TO
ANDERSONS MARATHON ETHANOL PLANT & SPARTECH
May 9, 2007

Project Costs
* ORDC GRF Grant
* ORDC Safety $ Up To
* Dayton Dev. Coalition
* City of Greenville

$100,000
$187,165
$76,000
$489,031

Project Benefits
* Provides Lead Track to Ethanol Plant
* Provides New Spur to Spartech
* 2,500 New Carloads on Marginal Branchline
* Opens Up 250 Acres to Rail Service

INTRODUCTION
The City of Greenville requested and the Chairman and Executive Director approved a $100,000 grant in GRF
funding to help defray the costs of a 2,400 ft. lead track to connect a new Andersons Marathon Ethanol LLC
plant, and Spartech plastics plant, to the RJ Corman (RJC) Railroad Greenville to Ansonia branchline. ORDC’s
Safety Section has also agreed to provide the actual costs (up to $187,165) of rebuilding the crossing surface
and installing active warning devices (flashers and gates) at Jaysville St. Johns Road which is located on the
2,400 ft. lead track.
BACKGROUND
Greenville to Ansonia Rail Line: RJC bought the 11.8 mile long Greenville to Ansonia line in 1996. The only
connection this branchline has is at Ansonia to the CSX mainline between Galion and Indianapolis. When RJC
purchased the line, Owens Corning in Greenville was the largest rail user. In 1999, ORDC provided RJC a
grant of $500,000 to rehabilitate the line. RJC provided $337,707 making total project costs $837,707. The
major rationale for the ORDC and RJC investments was to improve service to the Owens Corning plant which
employed 600 people and had plans to expand its rail use. As a result of corporate restructuring, however, the
Greenville Owens Corning plant was shut down with the loss of the 600 jobs and several hundred carloads of
freight.
Since 1999, RJC has continued to serve the line but its profitability has been very marginal due to the low level
of annual carloadings, only a few hundred a year. Because of the 1999 ORDC supported track rehabilitation
project, however, RJC has been able to continue service to Greenville without the need to make major
investments in the track structure. Until recent new developments, it was not clear that the RJC Greenville line
could continue for the long term without additional public assistance for track upgrades.
New Rail Related Economic Development: Last year, a local Greenville company and RJC rail line shipper,
Spartech, decided to consolidate its Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana operations in Greenville. Spartech had been
generating about 80 carloads of inbound plastic a year at its Ohio plant. With the consolidation, Spartech will
retain 90 Greenville jobs, add up to 100 new jobs, and generate up to 120 new carloads of rail traffic a year.
(ORDC’s GRF grant funding will be tied to carloads and jobs creation of the Andersons Marathon plant, not
Spartech jobs and carloads.) The new Spartech plant was constructed about 2,400 ft. away from the end of the
RJC line in Greenville near Jaysville St. Johns Road.
Also last year, the Andersons announced that Greenville would be the site of a 110 million gallon per year
ethanol plant. Andersons has entered into a 50/50 partnership with Marathon Oil to form Andersons Marathon
Ethanol LLC. The Greenville plant will employ 35 people and will generate 2,500 or more new carloads of rail
traffic (corn in, dried distillers grain and ethanol out). The 85 acre Andersons site is located 2,200 feet away
from the planned Spartech spur. The ethanol plant is under construction and expected to be operational later
this year.
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New Lead Track and Spur Needed to Serve New Plants: The current RJC line now ends at Jaysville St. John
Road. In order to serve the new Spartech and Andersons plants, new track must be laid from through Jaysville
St. John Road (the track in that crossing had been removed for road safety reasons) and 2,400 feet to
Landsdown Road, and then another 2,200 feet across Landsdown to the Andersons site. The City of Greenville
has committed to providing a lead track and a rail spur for the Spartech project, including the reactivation and
rebuilding of the Jaysville St. Johns crossing. RJC has committed to building and paying for the 2,200 ft. lead
track from Spartech to the Andersons including the Landsdown Road grade crossing. The Andersons will take
care of its own on site rail needs.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The map included herein as Exhibit “A” shows the various components of the needed new tracks from the
current end of the RJC line to the Andersons site. The map included herein as Exhibit “B” shows the
Andersons site in more detail. It also presents a clearer picture as to how the new rail tracks in Greenville will
open up new opportunities for rail related economic development to about 75 acres in Greenville’s existing
industrial park. This park now has all utilities. In addition, an existing business in the park, Timmerman Truss
(shown on Exhibit “B” right next to the Andersons site), recently contacted ORDC Staff about possible
assistance for building a new spur onto the Timmerman plant site off the soon to be built lead track.
Further, the City of Greenville has retained an easement from the Andersons Marathon to build a rail track
down the east side of the Andersons property. This easement will allow a rail spur to be built off the Andersons
lead to the south across Sebring Warner Road. (Sebring Warner Road is shown on the very bottom of Exhibit
“B”.) There are about 175 acres south of Sebring Warner Road which the City is targeting for future industrial
park expansion. In anticipation of future development, the City is providing conduits for water and sewer
underneath Sebring Warner Road in an upcoming road project so that these utilities in the existing industrial
park can be readily extended to the future expansion area of the park.
ORDC has agreed to assist the City in its building of the 2,400 ft. lead track project and the 720 ft. Spartech
spur. Exhibit “C” provides a breakdown of costs for this construction based on the winning competitive bid
from the selected railroad contractor. Costs will be $852,196, including $187,165 for the Jaysville St. Johns
Road crossing surface and active warning devices (including flashers and gates) which ORDC’s Safety Section
has agreed to pay for so long as items are eligible for use of Safety Section funds. (Greenville has been actively
improving vehicular safety. In addition to including active warning devices at Jaysville St. Johns Road,
Greenville last year agreed to close two crossings to promote safety.)
The 2,400 ft. lead track will be initially owned by the public sector (City of Greenville and Greenville CIC), but
will be transferred to RJC after all debt is paid off in 12 years. RJC will be responsible for maintaining the
2,400 ft. lead track. Spartech will be responsible for maintaining its 720 ft. rail spur off the lead.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
To facilitate the new ethanol plant, the City of Greenville is taking on over $4 million in infrastructure costs
including the 2,400 ft. lead track and 720 ft. Spartech spur, moving and encasing a significant gas line for the
rail construction, constructing industrial park roads, constructing sewer and water infrastructure, and related
infrastructure needs. The City will recover much of its investment in a variety of ways including Tax Increment
Financing and other repayments from beneficiaries but will need to absorb significant costs including interest
costs on loans. ORDC help on the 2,400 ft. rail spur will enable Greenville to make ends meet.
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PROJECT BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Helps provide rail to Andersons Marathon Ethanol which will create 35 new jobs.
Helps put 2,500 new carloads of freight a year on the RJC Greenville to Ansonia rail line changing that
line from a marginally profitable branchline to a line that will be self sustaining for the long run.
Opens up approximately 75 acres in an existing industrial park, as well as 175 acres in a planned
expansion of the existing industrial park, to RJC rail service.
Facilitates rail service to new Spartech plant which is retaining 90 jobs and creating up to 100 new jobs.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
For the 2,400 ft. lead track and 720 ft. Spartech spur, the Dayton Development Coalition is providing a $76,000
grant. RJC is paying for ($550,000) and building the 2,200 ft. lead track into the Andersons site which will
connect to the 2,400 ft. lead track the City is building. The City of Greenville is providing all other funding.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
The ORDC grant agreement with the City will hold the City responsible for the 35 jobs and 2,500 new carloads
per year which the Andersons Marathon will generate within three years of the completion of the project.

APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING
OHI-RAIL/PINEY FORK LINE BRIDGE DECKS
May 2, 2007

Project Funding
* ORDC Grant
* Ohi-Rail
* DeNoon Lumber

$42,924
$7,500
$2,500

Project Benefits
* Preserves Service to DeNoon Lumber
* Improves Safety of Ohi-Rail Operations
* Improves Efficiency of Piney Fork Operations

INTRODUCTION
Ohi-Rail Corporation requested and the Chairman and Executive Director approved a $42,924 grant to Ohi-Rail
for the purpose of repairing six bridge decks and two bridge walkways on the Piney Fork line between Minerva
and Amsterdam.
BACKGROUND
Ohi-Rail Operations: Maps of the Ohi-Rail operations are included herein as Exhibit “A” (the Minerva Yard
Area and Piney Fork Line) and Exhibit “B” (Overview of Ohi-Rail Operations in eastern Ohio). Ohi-Rail owns,
or has operating rights over, approximately 68 miles of track.
On Exhibit “A”, ORDC owns a 1.47 mile long segment of track called the Pekin Branch as well as the “Piney
Fork” line from just south of Minerva Yard (MP 43.5) to the end of the line at Hopedale (MP 77.5). Ohi-Rail
has operating rights on all ORDC owned trackage shown. The Piney Fork is in service between Minerva and
Amsterdam including one mile of the Wolf Run Branch. The Piney Fork is out of service between Amsterdam
and Apex. The Ohio Central operates over the Piney Fork via a trackage rights agreement between the
municipal solid waste facility at Apex and Carman/Pan where the Piney Fork connects to the Panhandle. The
line is out of service between Pan and Hopedale where it connects to the W&LE.
On the rest of Exhibit “A”, Ohi-Rail owns the 0.35 mile long Alliance branch, the 1.7 mile long Minerva Yard,
the 0.30 mile long Horn Connecting Track, and the 2.8 mile long branchline between Minerva Yard and its
interchange with Norfolk Southern at Bayard. ORDC has the right of first refusal to purchase this Ohi-Rail
owned track.
Exhibit “B” shows Ohi-Rail operations in eastern Ohio. In addition to its Piney Fork and Minerva operations,
Ohio Rail operates the 27 mile long Carrollton Branch and the 1 mile long Minerva Branch of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie (W&LE) under an operating agreement with W&LE.
Ohi-Rail maintains two active interchanges, with NS at Bayard, and with W&LE via Ohi-Rail’s Carrollton
Branch operations. The W&LE interchange at Canton via the Carrollton Branch is currently not in service due
to the partial collapse of the Roberstville Tunnel just north of where the east-west line out of Minerva connects
at Minerva Junction to the Carrollton Branch. In addition, Ohi-Rail could interchange with the W&LE at
Hopedale if out of service track were to be put back into service.
Ohi-Rail’s business is composed of three basic elements, car storage, carload traffic, and transloading at
Minerva Yard. Ohi-Rail has not shown a profit in its last two full years of operations but is paying off debt and
developing new traffic, especially in Minerva Yard, to regain profitability.
Piney Fork Operations: On the ORDC owned Piney Fork, Ohi-Rail serves two active customers, DeNoon
Lumber in Bergholz, and Lumber Services in Amsterdam. DeNoon has historically shipped a few dozen
boxcars a year of finished lumber products out by rail. The Piney Fork between Bergholz and Amsterdam had
been out of service until about a year ago. Lumber Services in Amsterdam now generates an occasional carload
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of inbound dimensional lumber. In addition, Ohi-Rail stores cars on the Piney Fork on the Wolf Run Branch,
and at Watheys, Bergholz, and Phillips.
Piney Fork Track and Bridge Conditions: With the light traffic on the line, the ORDC owned Piney Fork track
is “Excepted”. Excepted Track is the lowest class of track on which a railroad is allowed by the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) to operate. Train speeds on Excepted Track are limited to under 10 MPH.
Hazmat traffic is severely restricted (maximum of 5 cars at a time) and passenger operations are altogether
prohibited on Excepted Track.
Piney Fork bridges are inspected by qualified inspectors annually and are generally structurally sound.
However, the decks on some Piney Fork bridges have not been repaired for decades and some are in need of
immediate repair. The decks of these bridges have Excepted Track. Restrictions for Excepted Track on bridges
are stricter than for track in general. No hazmat cars at all can be handled over Excepted Track on a bridge or a
bridge approach. Ohi-Rail has prohibited any hazmat operation on select Piney Fork bridges and has imposed a
2 MPH slow order for non hazardous traffic.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
One bridge deck on the Ohi-Rail owned portion of its operations at the north end of Minerva Yard (Piney Fork
MP 41.5) and five bridge decks on the ORDC owned Piney Fork (MPs 44.9. 48.6 49.8, 50.3, and 56.1) need
bridge deck repairs for continued safe and efficient operations on the Piney Fork. The repair of the deck on
bridge 41.5 will enable Ohi-Rail to handle an occasional hazmat car in Minerva Yard. The repair of the five
bridge decks on the ORDC portion of the Piney Fork will allow Ohi-Rail to operate more safely by reducing the
chance for a derailment on a bridge, and more efficiently by removing 2 MPH slow orders over bridges.
In addition to bridge decks, two Piney Fork bridges need walkway improvements so train crews can walk over
bridges when there is a train on the bridge. One walkway needs to be repaired (MP 62.1) and one needs to be
replaced (Phillips Wye).
Exhibit “C” herein attached contains a listing of the bridge repairs and estimated costs. The total repair estimate
is $52,924 with ORDC paying $42,924, Ohi-Rail paying $7,500, and the major Ohi-Rail served Piney Fork
customer, DeNoon Lumber, providing $2,500.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
Without ORDC funding the bridge deck repair project would not be done threatening service to rail users on the
ORDC owned Piney Fork line.
PROJECT BENEFITS
• Rail service to DeNoon Lumber and its 120 employees preserved.
• Ohi-Rail profitability enhanced by continued access: 1) to DeNoon Lumber for carload traffic; 2) to
various points on the Piney Fork for car storage; and 3) to Minerva Yard for occasional hazmat cars.
• Rail safety improved and chance of derailment reduced by eliminating Excepted Track on bridges and
bridge approaches.
• Rail safety improved by providing safe walkways for Ohi-Rail train crews.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
Ohi-Rail is contributing $7,500 and DeNoon Lumber is contributing $2,500.
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SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
In the event that the Piney Fork Bridge Deck project comes in under cost, the Executive Director may stipulate
that remaining ORDC funds be used to perform more work on the Piney Fork to enhance the value of rail
service on the Piney Fork including but not limited to additional work on Piney Fork bridge decks and other
track improvements.

